I. INTRODUCTION
The time-resolved spectroscopy in the terahertz (THz) region of the electromagnetic spectrum is an important and growing field of research with a wide range of applications. Most THz sources rely on the coherent photoexcitation of charge carrier distributions in diverse semiconductor structures with femtosecond laser pulses. The dominant radiation process is then given by the acceleration of the coherent carrier ensemble, according to Faraday's law of induction. Due to the coherent motion and close spacing of the ensemble of carriers, the coherent electromagnetic THz radiation is emitted in a cooperative manner. Up to now many different kind of broadband [ 1-33 or tunable emission processes 14-51 have been demonstrated, and the attractive properties of time resolved techniques has raised attractive applications 1161. Nevertheless, a widespread application of the time-resolved technique is hampered above all by the lack of powerful and efficient THz generation processes.
One of the main reasons restricting the efficiency of most impulsively excited THz emitters is the fast loss of coherence. Typically the coherence in the emitter system is destroyed by ultrafast scattering processes, restricting the cooperative motion and therefore the coherent emission time r~~~~ to a small fraction of the radiative lifetime 2 n d [4] . Consequently, only a small portion of the available energy in the system is emitted coherently and the corresponding quantum efficiency 7 = q o h / 2 n d is very low (typically below An efficiency enhancement can be obtained if the emission power is increased so that more energy will be emitted coherently before dephasing occurs. One possibility to accomplish this power increase is the superlinear power dependence on carrier density according to the superradiant characteristics of the cooperative emission process [7] . Such an efficiency enhancement was already shown for the surface-field THz emitter InP [8] and for Bloch oscillations in GaAs / AlGaAs superlattices [9] by increasing the optical excitation intensity. But as excitation density dependent 0-7803-4903-2/98/$10.00 0 1998 IEEE 242 dephasing and screening effects reduce 7,oh for high excitation densities only a limited efficiency enhancement can be achieved by this process. In this paper we present a new method to amplify the coherent emission power by phasematched superposition with a coherent background radiation during the emission process. In contrast to former approaches the optical excitation conditions and therefore r~~~~ remains constant during this process, avoiding a saturation of the efficiency enhancement effect. In principle the emission power can thus be enhanced until all available energy is emitted completely during Zcoh, e.g. the quantum efficiency can be raised to unity. This paper is organized as follows: In the first part, the principle of the amplification process is discussed, stressing analogies and differences to stimulated emission. Afterwards, the proposed properties are confirmed experimentally in a specially designed DFT setup allowing the detailed investigation of the amplification process in a single-pass configuration. The feasibility of repetitive amplification in a ring-resonator is demonstrated afterwards. The paper closes with a brief summary.
a. PRINCIPLE OF AMPLIFICATION BY PHASEMATCHED

SUPERPOSITION
The basic amplification process is based on the superposition of a coherent background radiation during the fs -lasersystem The combined electric field is detected and time-resolved with photoconductive antennas. Alternatively a bolometer is used to measure the time-integrated intensity in the same setup (dashed area).
THz emission process. If the propagating direction and the temporal shape of both the background and the newly generated THz fields are chosen identically, the electric field amplitudes will add up. This simple constructive interference already tums out to be an amplification mechanism: As radiation power P scales quadratically with field amplitude, the constructive interference leads to an overall power increase compared to an uncorrelated emission process. Consequently more energy can be emitted coherently in the short time z~~~ before dephasing sets in. As a simple example, consider the coherent superposition of a background field (amplitude EEG) with a second field (amplitude Eo) during its generation process. The field amplitudes add and as result the radiation power is raised by AP -(Eo + E B G )~ -( E t + EB:) = 2E0 EBG. As the power of the background radiation is constant, the enhancement AP has to be attributed to the generation process of the source which is irradiated by the THz background field. The emission power of the second source has been raised by a factor of V = 1 + 2EBG I Eo. It should be stressed that this amplification process differs from stimulated emission as e.g. V depends linearly on the background electric field amplitude and not on its power level (-EB~*) as it would for stimulated emission. In the special case of similar amplitudes (Eo = EEG) a three times stronger emission is achieved. Obviously a further increase of the background field enhances the amplification factor. A fundamental limit is only achieved when all available energy is emitted during the amplified emission process and the quantum efficiency reaches unity. It is therefore sensible to use this amplification process repetitively in a resonator setup, where the emitted radiation is coupled back and is used as background radiation driving and enhancing the next THz generation process. Each time T H z radiation is emitted in phasematched superposition with the backcoupled field the total amplitude of the elecrtic field in the resonator will be raised by the amount of Eo yielding a quadratic growth of the radiation power. A first estimation of the maximum amplification in a resonator with a roundtrip reflectivity R can thus be estimated by the formula (EO / (1-dR))' when stimulated emission and absorption are neglected. Considering typical resonators with R = 0.9 as an example, the power of the THz radiation can be amplified by a factor of about 380 by this coherent superposition process. Again significant differences from amplification by stimulated emission can be perceived: in our case, the power level in the resonator scales quadratically with the round-trip number instead of the exponential increase known from stimulated emission. Furthermore coherence between the backcoupled and the newly emitted radiation has to be guaranteed for amplification by coherent superposition, whereas the stimulated emitted radiation is coherent to the 'background' by nature. On the other hand no population inversion is needed for the presented amplification process. As population inversion is extremely difficult to achieve in the THz regime, this fact hence allows to apply this process to much wider group of impulsively photoexcited THz-emitters.
Another point of view shows the amplification character of this process more clearly: the background radiation transmitting the emitter during the synchronously excited THz generation process can be regarded as being amplified as the coherent superposition increases its field amplitude by the amount E,,.
m. STUDY OF THE AMPLIFICATION PROCESS
The single-pass amplification process is investigated in a modified diffracting Fourier transform setup [lo] using two surface-field THz emitters made from epitaxially grown InGaAs on InP. The samples are excited with 100 fs laser pulses from a commercial Tixapphire laser. Figure 1 shows the setup including two complementary detection schemes for time-resolved field and time-integrated power measurements. The optically excited THz emission from the main emitter (So) is observed under collinear transmission of an identical THz background field produced by a second independently controlled emitter (S&. Tuning their respective generation time delay by Atgenr the temporal overlap can be adjusted in order to achieve a pure constructive interference. It should be stressed that due to the temporal and spatial separation of the two emitters only the THz generation in the main emitter can be influenced by the background radiation and not vice versa -i.e. the radiated power of the background emitter remains constant. Consequently any power increase has to be attributed exclusively to an amplified THz generation process of the main emitter So.
In the first detection scheme the combined electric field is detected with photoconductive dipole antennas gated by a third optical beam. Tuning the time-delay (At) of the gating pulse enables the time-resolved detection of the electric field amplitude of the combined THz radiation. Fig. 2 shows transients observed for the single (dashed lines) or combined excitation of both emitters for full temporal overlap of the two THz pulses (Atgen = 0 ps). Obviously the electric fields add, as expected for pure constructive interference. Considering that the power of the combined radiation is proportional to the square of the field amplitude, this already demonstrates an amplification of the emission of the main emitter by a factor of about three, keeping in mind, that the background power remains constant. It should be pointed out, that the temporal shape is not altered yielding two consequences: first, as the excitation density has not changed, the coherent emission time z& has remained constant and a true efficiency enhancement is achieved in contrast to an amplification based on superradiance. Second, the broad bandwidth of the THz radiation has not been lowered, proving the ability to amplify extreme broadband radiation. A power FFT performed on the measured signals demonstrates that the original signal bandwidth of 750 GHz (central frequency 1 THz) is ody minimally lowered to 730 GHZ during the amplification process. Such a broadband amplification could be hardly achieved by stimulated emission due to mode competition effects and the difficulty to achieve gain over such a broad spectral range. To demonstrate the amplification effect more clearly a bolometer is used to detect the time-integrated emission power of the main emitter, i.e. the emitted energy is measured directly. The dashed area in Fig. 1 marks the modification in the setup needed to detect only the emission form the main emitter (So) using standard lock-in technique. Fig. 3 shows the observed signal normalized to the unamplified value in dependence of the temporal overlap of the two pulses. For At , = 0 ps an increase of the signal by a factor of 2.7 is observed, corresponding to the coherent field addition already seen in the time-resolved field detection experiment. As only the radiation energy emitted from the main emitter (So) is detected, this proves directly the amplification of the emission of So by a factor of 2.7. This observation is confirmed by comparison of the detected signal with the one calculated from the crosscorrelation of the time resolved signals, shown in figure 2. The result of this calculation is plotted in figure 3 as a dashed line. The amplitude of the amplification is reproduced well. The slight modification in the signal form is attributed to the restricted bandwidth of the time resolved detection using dipole antennas. In conclusion, this experiment demonstrates, that it is possible to amplify THz radiation by phasematched coherent superposition even over a broad spectral range. This result gains more importance, as this measurement can additionally be interpreted as an analysis of the first round-trip of the amplification in a resonator, indicating its potential as a self-supporting coherent amplification mechanism.
Iv. RESONATOR CONFIGURATION We finally demonstrate the feasibility of repetitive amplification by coherent superposition in a resonator setup. In this approach, the resonator couples the emitted radiation back and makes use of it as the background radiation which amplifies the next THz generation process. Fig. 4 shows the ring resonator setup used for our experiment. Gold coated mirrors are used in order to guarantee a high reflectivity of the resonator. The whole system is flushed with nitrogen to reduce the strong water absorption in the 4m resonator pathway. The TWz radiation in the resonator is probed and analyzed in a time-resolved extracavity detection scheme using photoconductive dipole antennas. The radiation is extracted using a 10% output coupler. To ensure a phasematched superposition under synchronous pumping, the roundtrip-time of the THz resonator has to be adjusted exactly to the repetition rate zrep of the optical laser exciting the THz emitter. The detuned situation (not shown) allows nevertheless to detect separately the single round-trips allowing to estimate the losses of the resonator. In our case, about 50% of the amplitude is lost during a roundtrip, which limits the amplification factor in this resonator setup to about seven. for the normal (dashed line) and amplified emission (solid curve). Obviously the field amplitude has increased by more than a factor of two showing a more than sixfold enhancement of the THz radiation power. Currently, the amplification is only limited by the high resonator losses. To estimate the bandwidth of the amplification process the power spectrum is calculated from the observed signals using FFT-procedures. Figure 5 shows the values for the normal (0) and the amplified emission (W). As guide to the eye gauss curves are fitted to the data allowing to estimate the amplification characteristics out of the fitting parameters. The bandwidth of about 600 GHz as well as the central frequency around 600 GHz is not altered by the amplification process. On average, the power of the radiation has been increased by a factor of about 5 , whereas peak amplification factors above 6 are reached. Summarizing, the presented analysis demonstrates the possibility for the broadband self-supporting amplification of coherent THz radiation by coherent superposition in a synchronously pumped ring-resonator. Currently the amplification factor is only limited by the high resonator losses.
v. CONCLUSIONS In summary we have presented a new amplification scheme, which can be applied to a wide variety of impulsively optically excited THz emitters. The amplification by coherent superposition is proven first by performing singlepass experiments detecting both time-resolved field amplitudes as well as the time-integrated power corresponding to the emitted THz energy. First experiments of THz amplification in a ring-resonator show a power enhancement of more than a factor of six. These first results demonstrate the feasibility of using this process as an alternative to stimulated emission in order to develop flexible efficient sources of coherent THZ radiation. It is important to stress, that this amplification process can be applied to a wider cIass of emitters, as no population inversion is required.
